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Abstract High ball speeds and close distances between
competitors require athletes in interactive sports to correctly
anticipate an opponent’s intentions in order to render appro-
priate reactions. Although it is considered crucial for suc-
cessful performance, such skill appears impaired when
athletes are confronted with a left-handed opponent, possi-
bly because of athletes’ reduced perceptual familiarity with
rarely encountered left-handed actions. To test this negative
perceptual frequency effect hypothesis, we invited 18
skilled and 18 novice volleyball players to predict shot
directions of left- and right-handed attacks in a video-
based visual anticipation task. In accordance with our pre-
dictions, and with recent reports on laterality differences in
visual perception, the outcome of left-handed actions was
significantly less accurately predicted than the outcome of
right-handed attacks. In addition, this left–right bias was
most distinct when predictions had to be based on preimpact
(i.e., before hand–ball contact) kinematic cues, and skilled
players were generally more affected by the opponents’

handedness than were novices. The study’s findings corrob-
orate the assumption that skilled visual perception is attuned
to more frequently encountered actions.
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Left-handed opponents present an interesting obstacle to
many athletes in interactive sports. As compared with the
general population (10–13%; Raymond, Pontier, Dufour, &
Møller, 1996), successful left-handers are overrepresented in
many interactive sports; for example, in tennis from 1968 to
1999, 34.4% of males with World Number One rankings
were left-handed, despite “lefties” comprising only ~7% of
players (Holtzen, 2000; see also Loffing, Schorer, &
Cobley, 2010). Similar results have been noted in baseball
(Goldstein & Young, 1996; Grondin, Guiard, Ivry, & Koren,
1999) and cricket (Brooks, Bussière, Jennions, & Hunt,
2004; for a review, see, e.g., Grouios, Koidou, Tsorbatzoudis,
& Alexandris, 2002). One explanation for this phenomenon
is the negative frequency-dependent selection hypothesis
proposed by Faurie and Raymond (2005). They supposed
that the superiority of left-handed athletes in interactive
sports is the result of players having less experience with
left-handed opponents. The lack of familiarity with the play-
ing techniques and tactical strategies of left-handed compet-
itors therefore disadvantage a player to act the same as when
faced with a right-hander (e.g., Loffing, Hagemann, &
Strauss, 2010). As a result, the inexperience of those players
ultimately creates an advantage for their left-handed oppo-
nent (cf. Wood & Aggleton, 1989).

Although a left-handed action may seem to be simply a
horizontally inverted version of a right-handed action, assum-
ing that interpreting left- and right-handed actions does not
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involve different cognitive processes may be misleading.
Neuropsychological and psychological evidence suggest that
the horizontal orientation is an important part of perceiving
human motion. Preliminary results in sport studies also sup-
port this notion (Hagemann, 2009; McMorris & Colenso,
1996). On a neuropsychological level, computer tomogra-
phy has shown that the superior temporal sulcus (STS) is
particularly active when individuals perceive human move-
ments (Grossman et al., 2000). Electrophysiological studies
using single-cell recording in the STS have revealed that this
region also reacts sensitively to the orientation of posture or
body movements. For example, Perrett et al. (1985) found
cells in the anterior part of the STS (STSa) of a macaque
monkey that react to the right-sided profile of a person
moving to the right. This same cell does not fire, however,
when the left-sided profile of the person moves to the left.
Perrett et al. (1985) noted that the majority of cells in the
STSa were selective for movement direction and the view of
the body, which is specified in relation to the observer (see
also Oram & Perrett, 1996). Cells seem to develop their
sensitivity for objects in those conditions in which they
usually appear (Perrett, Oram, & Ashbridge, 1998), indicat-
ing that a usual view is an important part in object recogni-
tion. Additionally, the tuning to a particular view depends
on the amount of experience with the particular viewing
circumstance (Perrett et al., 1998). One might speculate on
this level that side-specific actions of left- and right-handed
people are anisotropic. Therefore, the uneven experience
with left- and right-handed postures or movements leads to
different adaptations in the regions responsible for human
movement recognition.

This specificity in visual movement perception is also
reflected in psychological theories. For example, Freyd
(1987) proposed that the dynamics of movements are an
integral component of their mental representation. There-
fore, it can be suggested that side-specific features are also
stored in dynamic representations (see Olofsson, Nyberg, &
Nilsson, 1997). Support for this assumption comes from the
side-specific priming effects reported by Daems and
Verfaillie (1999, Experiments 2 and 3). Using long-term
priming studies, Daems and Verfaillie were able to show
that the presentation of human body postures during a
learning phase (images) lead to faster recognition perfor-
mance only when the presentations in the test phase take the
same horizontal orientation (see also Verfaillie, 1993). Simi-
larly, Stone (1998) tested whether the rotation direction
(clockwise or counter clockwise) was an important part of
object recognition and found that after a training phase,
recognition performance was reduced if rotation direction
of novel, three-dimensional objects was reversed. Stone
(1998) suggested that the movement direction of objects is
stored as an object-specific spatiotemporal signature (also
see Stone, 1999).

In interactive sports such as tennis and volleyball, per-
formance depends on sport-specific perceptual or anticipa-
tory skill. In these sports, the ability to exploit the movement
information available early in an action sequence (e.g.,
postural orientation or cues) in order to anticipate an oppo-
nent’s intention is crucial to successful performance (Farrow
& Abernethy, 2003; Williams & Ward, 2003). In the past
few decades, there has been significant development in our
understanding of the perceptual characteristics that differen-
tiate skilled from less-skilled performers (for a detailed
review, see Mann, Williams, Ward, & Janelle, 2007). In
general, experts show better performance in perception-
action coupled situations (Farrow & Abernethy, 2003), less
vulnerability in dual-task requirements (Rowe & McKenna,
2001), superior recall and recognition of sport-specific pat-
terns of play and of objects (Allard, Graham, & Paarsalu,
1980), an enhanced ability to effectively pick up advance
visual cues (Müller, Abernethy, & Farrow, 2006), longer
quiet-eye durations (Vickers, 2009), and more accurate
expectations based on situational probabilities (Abernethy,
Gill, Parks, & Packer, 2001).

One of the first studies to consider the left-hander advan-
tage in sport by analyzing anticipatory skills in an interac-
tive situation was conducted by McMorris and Colenso
(1996). They examined perceptual skills of seven English
premier league goalkeepers using a temporal occlusion par-
adigm. Randomized video scenes from two left-footed and
two right-footed professional penalty kickers were pre-
sented, and goalkeepers had to anticipate the resultant di-
rection of the ball. The results showed that it was easier for
goalkeepers to predict ball direction for right-footed players.
This finding might be explained by what Neumaier (1983)
found earlier in his study of the visual search behavior of
German expert and novice volleyball players. Participants
responded to video clips showing attacks and lobs of two
right-handed and one left-handed player and were instructed
to anticipate shot directions. Instead of concentrating on the
left arm–shoulder area when the left-handed player was
presented, most participants from both groups fixated on
the right side, suggesting that task-relevant movement in-
formation could not be sufficiently perceived, analyzed, and
finally used for anticipation.

Recently, Hagemann (2009) studied whether the greater
frequency of tennis matches with right-handed opponents
made it possible to discriminate the stroke movements of
right-handed players more precisely. Right-handed and left-
handed male tennis players of varying expertise (experts
from the first to third German national leagues, intermedi-
ates from local leagues, and novices) completed a tennis
anticipation test in which they predicted the direction of an
opponent's tennis stroke on a computer screen (landing
position of the ball in their own half of the court; dependent
variable: radial error). They watched video clips of different
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strokes (serves, volleys, and ground strokes) by two right-
and two left-handed male intermediate tennis players, with
each sequence temporally occluded at racquet–ball contact.
Video clips were also presented inverted horizontally, result-
ing in the same movements seen as a stroke by a right- and a
left-handed player. This innovation overcame the methodo-
logical problem in previous studies (e.g., McMorris &
Colenso, 1996), in which comparability of test difficulty
between left-handers and right-handers was hard to achieve.
Hagemann (2009) was able to show that expert, intermedi-
ate, and novice tennis players were, irrespective of their own
handedness, all better at predicting the direction of strokes
by right-handed players. He concluded the overrepresenta-
tion of left-handers in expert domain was at least partly due
to negative perceptual frequency effects (see also Brooks et
al., 2004; Raymond et al., 1996).

An important characteristic of the impact of (negative)
perceptual frequency effects has not been verified yet.
Namely, given that athletes face more problems anticipating
the outcome of left-handed as compared with right-handed
actions because of their reduced ability to interpret advanced
visual cues provided by left-handed movements, anticipa-
tion differences induced by such effects should increase
when the amount of advanced visual information is reduced.
That is, the left-handers’ advantage should be more pro-
nounced when the actions to be anticipated are temporally
occluded even before there is contact with a ball (e.g., by the
attacking hand in volleyball).

The aim of our present experiment therefore was to better
examine the use of advanced visual information as it relates
to skilled perception in a volleyball task. To investigate the
negative frequency effect, players from the highest volley-
ball leagues in Germany were compared to volleyball novi-
ces. Logically, provided we presented our participants with a
representative task (cf. Ericsson & Smith, 1991), our first
assumptions were that skilled volleyball players would out-
perform novices and that performance would improve
with later temporal occlusion conditions (e.g., Farrow,
Abernethy, & Jackson, 2005). Likewise, and on the basis
of previous study reports (e.g., Williams & Burwitz, 1993),
we expected that the hypothesized skill effect would be most
pronounced when predictions had to be based on early (i.e.,
pre-hand-ball contact) cues. Moreover, according to the
hypothesis of negative perceptual frequency effects (Brooks
et al., 2004; Hagemann, 2009; Raymond et al., 1996), we
expected that the presentation of left- and right-handed
movement sequences would lead to different performances
in the anticipatory task, with better scores for right-handed
presented actions. To have comparable task difficulties, we
used normal and horizontally flipped video clips of left- and
right-handed attackers (cf. Hagemann, 2009). We also
expected a two-way interaction between expertise of partic-
ipants and laterality of presented attacks, with stronger

negative perceptual frequency effects in skilled players be-
cause of (assumed) higher exposure to right-handed attacks.
Finally, according to the characteristic of perceptual fre-
quency effects described earlier, we hypothesized that this
skill-dependent side bias in information “pick-up” would be
affected by the temporal occlusion condition, which should
result in a three-way interaction. That is, the left–right
difference in prediction performance should be more distinct
at early occlusion conditions in skilled players than in
novices.

Method

Participants

Eighteen skilled (age M 0 28.11 years, SD 0 8.03; experi-
ence M 0 16.33 years, SD 0 8.85; 17 right-handers, 1 left-
hander) and 18 novice (age M 0 28.56 years, SD 0 8.80; 15
right-handers, 3 left-handers) volleyball players took part in
the experiment. Participants’ handedness was assessed by a
German version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(Oldfield, 1971; laterality quotients: rangeRH 0 .23 – 1;
rangeLH 0 -.80 – -.30). The skilled players’ highest perfor-
mance was between the first and sixth highest national
leagues in Germany, whereas novices had no experience in
competitive volleyball. The experiment was conducted
according to the Revised Declaration of Helsinki (World
Medical Association, 2008).

Apparatus and materials

As models for the video clips, six male volleyball players
(three left- and three right-handers) of medium standard (i.e.,
playing in the fourth to sixth highest national leagues in
Germany)were recruited to perform attacks (also called spikes
in volleyball) from three different net positions (i.e., Positions
2, 3 and 4). Each player performed a series of attacks from
each position to two directions. Players hit either a down-the-
line or a diagonal shot from Positions 2 and 4, respectively,
whereas from Position 3, they hit the ball left and right toward
the sidelines (see Fig. 1). Each attack was introduced by a
pass from a teammate in the background at Position 6 to the
setter at/near Position 3, who finally set the ball toward
the attacking player. Players were filmed from a typical
backcourt defender’s perspective in the opposing half (i.e.,
Positions 5, 6, and 1) using a SONY HDR-FX 1000E
digital camera (capture rate 25 fps). For each recording
perspective, the camera was placed on a tripod at a height
of 1.75 m and 1.40 m behind the baseline, so that all
players and the complete ball flight were visible through-
out an attacking sequence.
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Following the recordings, attacks of two left-handed and
two right-handed players were selected for the creation of the
experimental stimuli. The main criteria for the inclusion of an
attack were that shot direction was not predetermined by the
attacking player’s position on the field, thus limiting the use of
event probability information (e.g., only a diagonal shot
would have been possible for attacks from Positions 2 and 4
when the attacker was far off the court), and that the moment
of an attacker’s hand-ball contact could clearly be identified in
the footage. From each player, six attacks (i.e., one shot to
each direction from each position) were chosen for video
editing using Adobe Premiere Pro CS4.

In order to vary the amount of advance visual information
and likewise to specify its importance for anticipating shot
direction, footage was temporally occluded at three different
time points: T1 – 160 ms (4 frames) prior to an attacker’s
hand-ball contact, T2 – 80 ms (2 frames) prior to hand-ball
contact, and T3 – moment of hand-ball contact. The dura-
tion of clips ending at T3 was 3 s. Furthermore, each video
clip was horizontally mirrored so that, for instance, an
original right-hander’s attack from Position 2 was also dis-
played as a left-handed attack from Position 4, and vice
versa (Hagemann, 2009). This procedure controlled for
and eliminated the potential confounding effect of
handedness-specific movement patterns (e.g., differences
in the ability to perform an attack or disguise one’s inten-
tions) on the accuracy of action outcome prediction (cf.
McMorris & Colenso, 1996). Video editing resulted in a
total of 144 test clips, with half presenting original attacks
and the other half mirrored attacks.

Participants viewed the videos on a 15.4-in. notebook
monitor (Gericom Blockbuster Excellent 7000), and the
participants’ eye-to-screen distance was approximately
50 cm. The videos were shown at a frame rate of 25 fps,
and video size was 1,280 (width) x 720 (height) pixels.

Task and procedure

The participants’ task was to anticipate the attackers’ shot
direction by pressing one of two possible response buttons
on a QWERTZ keyboard after the end of a video. As is
illustrated in Fig. 1, response buttons varied depending on
the attackers’ shot positions as shot directions also varied
depending on attack position (i.e., left vs. right from Posi-
tion 3; right/left vs. down-the-line from Positions 2/4). In
order to prevent participants from screening the final frame
of a video, the screen immediately turned black once a
sequence had stopped.

Prior to the start of the experiment, participants were
given standardized written instructions about the experi-
ment’s procedure. They were informed that they would be
presented with right- and left-handed actions and that half of
these sequences were horizontally mirrored so that the same
person was shown attacking both right- and left-handed.

Following the instructions, participants saw 12 familiar-
ization clips showing left- and right-handed attacks of the
players not included in the test clips. In order to better
illustrate players’ position-specific shot direction and task
demands, the first six familiarization clips were not tempo-
rally occluded. The second half of the clips included attacks
occluded as in the experiment. Prior to each familiarization
clip, participants were informed about the shot direction of
the next attack. After the familiarization phase, participants
saw 144 test film sequences. The presentation of original
and flipped sequences was blocked and counterbalanced

Fig. 1 Illustration of the three different attacking positions presented
in the experiment. a Position 2. b Position 3. c Position 4. Pictures
show screenshots of the final frame of a video stopping at the moment
of hand–ball contact. Arrows indicate shot directions, and characters
represent the respective response buttons
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across participants of both skill levels, and sequences were
randomly presented within blocks. Participants were allowed
a short break after completion of half of the experimental
clips. After the test procedure, they completed a questionnaire
on their experience in sports and their handedness preference
for various tasks.

Statistical analyses and dependent variable

Response accuracy, measured as the percentage of correct
predictions, was the dependent variable and was calculated
separately for attackers’ handedness and temporal occlusion
condition. Analysis consisted of a three-way 2 (skill level) x
2 (attackers’ handedness) x 3 (temporal occlusion condition)
ANOVA, with repeated measures on the last two factors and
with skill level as the between-subjects factor. The Green-
house–Geisser correction was applied to any violations of
sphericity. Alpha was set at .05, and effect sizes for the
ANOVA are reported as partial eta-squared values (ηp

2).
To address our prediction that the left–right difference in
prediction performance should decrease from early to late
occlusion conditions, particularly in skilled players, the
ANOVA was followed by two-factorial polynomial con-
trasts on both within-subjects factors (separately for skill
level), with focus on the interaction term. As was suggested
by Atkinson (2002), we refrained from running multiple
comparisons by means of t tests with Bonferroni correc-
tions, since these are likely to increase a Type II error,
particularly when small sample sizes are included. Since
temporal occlusion condition can be considered an “ordinal”
factor (i.e., all levels within this factor can be ordered
hierarchically with T1 < T2 < T3), use of polynomial con-
trasts is justified (Atkinson, 2002). Finally, to compare
skilled and novice players’ performances in each experi-
mental condition with the guessing criterion of 50%, one-
sample t tests were carried out on mean accuracies for each
experimental condition. All analyses were conducted with
SPSS 19.

Results

The ANOVA revealed significant main effects for skill
level, F(1, 34) 0 54.92, p < .001, ηp² 0 .62, attackers’
handedness, F(1, 34) 0 5.36, p 0 .03, ηp² 0 .14, and temporal
occlusion condition, F(1.66, 56.47) 0 99.39, p < .001, ηp² 0
.75. Skilled players outperformed novices, participants per-
formed more poorly when confronted with left-handed
as compared with right-handed spikes, and performance
increased from early to late temporal occlusion condi-
tions. The skill effect was most pronounced at early
occlusion conditions, as reflected by a significant skill

level × temporal occlusion interaction, F(1.66, 56.47) 0
5.50, p 0 .01, ηp² 0 .14 (see Fig. 2).

There was no significant skill level × attackers’ handed-
ness interaction, F(1, 34) 0 .31, p 0 .58, ηp² 0 .01. The
interaction between attackers’ handedness and temporal oc-
clusion approached significance, F(2, 68) 0 2.74, p 0 .07,
ηp² 0 .08, representing a decrease in performance differ-
ences between left- and right-handed attacks with an in-
creasing amount of information available. Moreover,
compared with novices, skilled players tended to be more
affected by the attackers’ handedness across temporal oc-
clusion conditions (see Fig. 3); however, the three-way
interaction just failed to reach significance, F(2, 68) 0
3.10, p 0 .051, ηp² 0 .08. Besides significant linear and
quadratic trends for temporal occlusion condition in skilled
and novices players’ performances, polynomial contrasts
revealed a significant linear trend for the attackers’ handed-
ness by temporal occlusion condition interaction in skilled
players only, F(1, 17) 0 6.54, p 0 .02, ηp² 0 .20, whereas in
novices, there was a tendency for a quadratic trend for this
interaction, F(1, 17) 0 3.83, p 0 .07, ηp² 0 .18.

Overall, skilled and novice participants anticipated shot
directions significantly above chance level (i.e., 50%) in all
experimental conditions.

Discussion

Ericsson and Smith (1991) proposed that a necessary first
step in investigating mechanisms of expertise is ensuring the
validity of the experimental task. This prerequisite was met,
as reflected by the significant main effects of temporal
occlusion and skill level. In accordance with results from
previous studies (e.g., Farrow et al., 2005), both skilled
players and novices performed least accurately at the earliest
temporal occlusion condition, and most accurately at the

Fig. 2 Mean response accuracies as a function of the participants’ skill
level and temporal occlusion condition. Error bars indicate standard
deviations
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latest one. Additionally, and as expected (Mann et al., 2007;
Williams, Davids, & Williams, 1999), skilled players out-
performed novices. Furthermore, and again in line with the
literature, skilled players could be best distinguished from
novices by their performance at early temporal occlusion
conditions, as revealed by the significant interaction be-
tween the aforementioned factors; however, both groups
demonstrated effective (i.e., better than chance) information
pick-up in each experimental condition.

These effects allowed us to investigate our hypotheses
concerning laterality, confident that we had a valid task.
According to the negative perceptual frequency effect hy-
pothesis, and because of reasonable differences in the fre-
quency of left-handers in the normal population and in
professional sports, we hypothesized pronounced side-
specific effects. The analysis of response accuracy confirms
our assumption and corroborates previous research findings
(Hagemann, 2009; McMorris & Colenso, 1996): Right-
handed attacks were significantly better anticipated than
left-handed attacks.

There was, however, no significant skill level by attackers’
handedness interaction, and the Skill Level × Attackers’Hand-
edness × Temporal Occlusion condition just missed the con-
ventional significance level (p 0 .051). In line with Atkinson
(2002, p. 201), and transferred to our data, given the quite
small sample size employed presently, “the presence of such

an interaction should not be discounted for the population
with a P-value of” .051, thus running the risk of making a
Type II error. Albeit preliminary, scrutiny of Fig. 3 suggests
that the side bias found in skilled players’ anticipation of
left- and right-handed attacks in volleyball was most evident
when predictions had to be based on early kinematic cues.
The corresponding significant linear trend for the interaction
between attackers’ handedness and the temporal occlusion
condition found by polynomial contrasts indicates that the
left–right difference in response accuracy almost linearly
decreased from early to late occlusion conditions (see
Fig. 3a). Still, more research is warranted before making a
conclusive statement on such a relationship.

A plausible explanation of the significant laterality effect
is that observers had greater difficulty interpreting the kine-
matic interaction of a presented left-handed opponent and,
as a result, had lower response accuracies in those situations.
Neuropsychological and psychological findings on side-
specific movement representations (cf. Freyd, 1987; Perrett
et al., 1985, 1998) provide support for this conclusion.
Similarly, perceptual frequency effects would be responsible
for a right-hand bias in the situations used in the present
experiment and thus are likely to explain (part of) the left-
hander advantage in interactive sports (cf. Brooks et al.,
2004; Faurie & Raymond, 2005; Hagemann, 2009). How-
ever, although there is growing evidence to suggest that
the benefit of performing left-handed in sports is
mainly the result of a reduced familiarity with the
left-handers’ movements and game play behavior (Loffing
et al., 2010), other factors such as beneficial genetic or
neuropsychological predispositions in left-handers still need
to be ruled out (for such an explanation, see, e.g., Holtzen,
2000).

Although the present results are, for the most part, in
accordance with the expectations following from the nega-
tive perceptual frequency effects hypothesis, there is a lim-
itation regarding the generalization of findings across
left- and right-handed observers, since only four left-handed
individuals were included in this study. Considering the
ongoing debate on which factors (i.e., visual vs. motor
experience) primarily contribute to participants’ performance
in visual perceptual tasks (e.g. Aglioti, Cesari, Romani, &
Urgesi, 2008; Jacobs, Pinto, & Shiffrar, 2004), one might
expect that the observer’s handedness moderates anticipation
of lateralized actions and that congruence between an
observer’s manual preference and a model’s performing
side facilitates performance (Gardner & Potts, 2010).
Clearly, we cannot rule out that the observer’s handedness
did not have an impact on prediction performance in our
experimental task. However, the findings by Hagemann
(2009) give reason to assume that anticipation of the path
of an object that will be, or is, directed through a lateralized
action is independent of the observers’ manual dominance.

Fig. 3 Mean response accuracies as a function of temporal occlusion
condition and the attackers’ handedness separately for skilled (a) and
novice (b) participants. Error bars indicate standard deviations
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Therefore, we refrained from including left-handed partic-
ipants as a group into the protocol. Nonetheless, since recent
evidence also suggests that observers rely on different strat-
egies, depending on the perceptual task (e.g., recognition of
human movements vs. anticipating the effects of human
movements; Cañal-Bruland & Williams, 2010), it appears
worthwhile that future research determine the contribution
of our (lateralized) motor system on various perceptual
tasks.

To conclude, findings indicating side-specific visual per-
ception support the assumption that the orientation of action
presentation has a considerable influence on athletes’ antic-
ipation performance in interactive sporting situations. Even
at the early developmental stages of perceptual expertise,
highly specific adaptations occur to the cognitive system,
and after years of practice, these adaptations become highly
specific (Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996). Further research,
however, is needed to reconcile these findings with previous
work suggesting that experts are better able to transfer
pattern recall or recognition skills from their domain to
structurally related domains than are less skilled performers
(e.g., Abernethy, Baker, & Côté, 2005; Smeeton, Ward, &
Williams, 2004). It is possible that transfer of expertise is
limited to a specific subset of cognitive skills. Collectively,
the present results provide increased evidence for the spec-
ificity of skilled visual perception in sport.

Author note We thank Sarah Jakob for her helping hand during data
collection.
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